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\\ Centerless Form Grinder
The PG-9X20DHD machine was developed to size
pre-sintered carbide rods in the pre-fired state.
Additional applications include crystal quartz glass
boules used to make fiber optics.

The PG-9x20DHD centerless grinder was designed to form
ceramic components such as unfired carbide by Form
Grinding.
The traditional process of sizing carbide is to thrufeed the part
in the hard state post-sintering. This method requires many
passes and a large grinding machine in order to achieve the
tight tolerances required for drills. Glebar solved this problem
by shaping the carbide in the soft state to near net size.
With fragile components (consistency of chalk), care needs to
be taken in handling the part while it is being ground – the
PG-9X20DHD does this very well. The parts are then sintered
and thru fed on a conventional grinder such as the GT-610.
This unique process reduces throughput time, reduces the
fallout rate and allows the ground carbide to be reclaimed
and reused.

A Compact Carbide Rod Grinder
Built on the compact base of the PG-9DHD machine, an extended
20” (508 mm) work wheel and regulating wheel allows several
components to be ground simultaneously. Using a rigid hard
chromed slide assembly with a resolution of 0.1 micron,
controlling slide velocity and position is done simply through
touch screen control. The PG-9X20DHD will Form grind a 20” long
0.5” diameter green tungsten carbide rod down to 0.250” in less
than 12 seconds to 0.001” (25 µm) accuracy.

The machine has also been adapted to point quartz glass used
to produce fiber optic cable.

Remote Connectivity
Remote connectivity simplifies troubleshooting and maintenance

THE GLEBAR ADVANTAGE: Using a PG-9BHD, the part is ground centerlessly -- the action of the work and regulating wheels contain and rotate the part without the
need to hold the ends. For example, drumsticks have been traditionally made with a back-knife lathe, that rotates a wooden dowel by holding it the ends. This inefficient
process leaves extra material at the ends, which must be cut off, requiring the stick to be polished using additional pieces of equipment. With the Glebar PG-9BHD Form
Grinder, the drumstick is made in less time, in fewer operations, and is dimensionally more accurate. The highest quality drumsticks in the world are made using Glebar
equipment.

PG-9BHD
FEATURES










Stepper motor driven regulating wheel slide.
Industrial workstation control.
Operator friendly simple setup and run screens.
High rigidity spindle and precision tailstock cartridge
assembly.
Integrated diamond wheel.
20" wide capacity.
Slide velocity control.
Built in hoist for easy removal of diamond work wheel
and spindle assembly
HMI Controls with Custom Designed Software

Stepper motor driven regulating wheel slide

SPECIFICATIONS
• Grinding Diameter Capacity :
MAX 4" (100mm) - MIN 0.002" (0.05mm)
• Work Wheel Power : 15HP (11kW)
• Work Wheel RPM : 2375
• Regulating Wheel Power : 2HP (1.5kW)
• Regulating Wheel RPM : 10 - 400
• Machine Footprint : 47” x 39”
• Machine Weight : 1800 Lbs (820Kg)
• Grinding Length : MAX 20" (508mm)
• Wheel Size : 9" x 20" (229 x 508mm)

An extended 20” (508 mm) work wheel and regulating wheel
allows several components to be ground simultaneously

Visit our website for a full list of available accessories for this machine.
www.glebar.com/machines/PG-9X20DHD
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Glebar is an ISO 9001 certified company

Controlling slide velocity and position is done simply through
touchscreen HMI control. Glebar develops the software inhouse, designed specifically for your application.

